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The nationwide library and information services network as proposed in' tie
national pr9gram docUment is ba'sed, in part, on the sharing of resources2 This

paper describes the potential role of USBE in participating towards the

achievement of this objective. It examines the purposes, development, and
.program of USBE and indi4tepkyhere,they impinge on the NCLIS national prograt
document "Toward a National.Prggram for Library,and'Information Services: Goal's

For Action.". ;

MAY, 1975

'The views expressed are those of.the author and do not necessari reflect

the position or policy of the NCLIS. Though related to the Commi sion's

National Program; papers in this series are not an integral part f the

National Program Document.
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The Role of USBE in the Naitionwide Library and

Information Services Networkr.

/

The publication by the National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science of' the finsi draft of its National Program for

Library, and Information Ssrvic s is of particular interstto the
.

United States Book Exchange, inc. (USBE,) USBE itself is an early

and continuing example of library cooperation in the United States,

and its work for 27 years 4as baeh in areas of concern in the NCLIS

program.

USBE's reason for existence and its principal operation is

the preservation and maximum utilization of publications abasic

s

element of information resources through maintaining and servicing

a cooperatively developed clearinghouse for library surpluses. In

its 'quartercentury of service,USBE has received and handled fortyfive

million. Publications and by March 31, 1975, had distributed 12,061,598

to libraries in ens r to specific requests.

In developing clearinghouse operation USBE has been and

is now a freest ding, selfsupporting, nonprofit agency responsible

to a cooperat ve membership for one principal program: the receipt and

handling of s us and duplicate publications's° that they are available

to the maximum degree possible to all libraries on all levels of size

and development. ,

It is from this point of view as a currently operating cooperative

\
canto:4°r resource preservation and library enrichmant that USBE welcomes .

the NCLIS program's aims to build the new national program on the bast

3
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available reeourceel.to expand cooperative

services, and to help

.

I -

a _evelOs useful p2ograns in the private sector. ,7

/
In the following pages,the-analysis of U5 83 activities

historically andat the present, is given in sufficient detail to

=aka clear -7,1;a ._r
2p711:ab:11:2v to ara3 of cbn.'zera ia whe Le791c7ment

of the NCLIS program.

Introduction

The'United States,BoOk Exchange, Inc. is a.non-profit,

independent,-Seisupporting library service oi>ganization,which

operates a clearinghouse for the receipt, organization, and re-

distribution of surplus and. duplicate publications, largely periodicals

d seftals,but also including books,
documents., and other, library

aterials. Partners in the OBE complex include 1600 member lib.raries

(1300 in the United States, 85 in Canada, and 215 in 50 other countries),

which (at their own expense for shipping)-deposit materials in the

central warehouse, select Materials tom the refedaOlearinghouse

collectiOnS for their own needs, and pay an annual membership fee,

plus shipping charges and a handling fee for each publication they

acquire.

In its present
aspect;USBE can serve as an example of the

type of activity envisioned by the national library-program proposed

1

byTCLIS: it represents 21. cooperative agreement'on the part of libraiiea

of all kinds and sizes (prAmarily in the United States but also including'

many foreign
institutions) to pool, and make available for mutual

benefit, library duplicates and 'Other, [surplus publications which can-

not be otherwise used pr distributed by the original owning library,--

major library asset which would be wasted if USBS did npt exist.

In planning USBE,the founders devised a tool which would distribute.
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publications in the most efficient and economical way pbsaible, refining

the random incoming flow so that '..fitraries could receive the maximum

utility from the aggregate.

As the national library pro'gram of NCLIS Is.eveloped, the

copheratively-pro.duced resource represented by the UZI?, stocks and

processes should find itl place; whether this will be as one component

of a network of existing resources, or as a basic source for the needs

of many'components, or in soma other model 1111 depend. on the way in

whia the national prcgram develops. USBS will be able to,meet any

needs of the reeource -ne twork with Comparative facility inasmuch as

it is autonomous, with the single princi

, publications for redistribution, and ttui

al operivtion of handling

can be both flexible and un-

encumbered in adapting to the resource = quirements of the library

community which is at oce its source and its reason for existence.

I Organization
(

USBE was established in 1943 to b- an operating agency which

would make it possible for libraries to ca italize on their surplus

publications by pooling them in a centraliz A location from which it

would redistribute them according to the ex ent of libraries, needs,

and the time when such needs occurred.
.

The clearinghouse format chosen by founders could be

advantageously based on the existing structur of the American Book

Center for War Devastated Libraries, Inc., (AB ) which collected and

ditributed publications from American sources to distribution committees

in many countriesfrom 1946 to 1948. As heir tO ABC, the new agency

could take advantage of ABC's assets of extensive free space-1;X by

he. Library of Congre a hundred thousand periodical issues left

o 3r from the war-aid pr -ram, some handling procedures developed in

t' bulk ABC distribution, and contact with a netbrk of interested
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libraries in the United States which had been donors in the relief

work, as well as with .groups ofbaneficiarybarias

Planners for USB3 modified and added to the

order to adapt the operation to one of emohanze 1.athe

,

and one in which 17..,bre.:7:.es would at'all tines receive

in response to their specific reouests rather than in

'The new exchi.nge plus fee .program began,operatiqns in

operations produced some early revisions in details o

but by 1950 there was an established set of operating

have prevailed, with some modifications in degree, to

These components include the following:

abroad.

ABC bass in :

r than gifts,

publications

general categories.

,1949. Actu'al

Vthe program,

st;.ndardswhich

the present.

1. A clearinghouse operation which physically receives and

handles the publicationslmade aiailable by member libraries

(plus a number of nonmember donors), classifies and

arranges theml.and makes their availa '5ility known to

members.

2. Agreement by member libraries to send in, at the own
\\\

expense, publications they deem valuable to libraries

but which they themselves can not use nor otherwise

distribute to their own advantage; agreement by these

.libraries to receive no Money credit for their shipments,

s toon the grounds that-such advances would simply h

be collected back from th.S.-ffeEWers in the form o higher',

handling fees.-

, rt

3. Membership open to any library with a clientele

all but librari4es'of individual persons) without regard

to size, typ'el'or geographical location, the only

qualifications being a library's interest in making its

surplus publications available and its ability to pay



nominal handling fees, plus shippinx,00sts, for any

item -it requested and received from US3E.

4=4. "Exchange" based on the principle that a library should

send. to US3E any 'publications it is able to send, after

699-Ging its own individua2 and community needs; and that

it should, take from USBE anything it needs for which it /

is willing and able to pay at-cost handling fees; no'

humarical Quid lore quo required.

5. USBE processing of materials received based on providing

the best possible access for libraries with the least

cost within USBE operations included in this standard

are maintenance of the absolute minimum of records (e.g.

alphabetical location taking the place of periodical .

cataloging) elat handling fees based not on market value

but on the type of publication involved (eliminating the

necessity for costly pricirig and accounting), and a.

requiretent that all reqUests be firm orders bo that

the total operating -cost can avoid the burden of the loss

from returned shipmentsf
Of

6. Distribution methods based on the fairek and most Open

metliods possible, avoiding various burdens,existing

other exchange distribution plans (and some. commercial '\

activities) because of library-to-libr.ary variations

geographical distance and staff size: reqi.lests from

monthly lists sent to libraries announcing portions of

the USBE stock. available are handleAn a revolving

priority, basis, whereas libraries with special needs

can place requests outside the'monthly MBE lists through
/

their own want-lists or s acial 'requests.



7. Processing of requests through'mathods intended to

-affect maximum distribution of publications with

the minimum expenditure of time within the cooperating

library; e.g. through an automatic back-order system

for requests not immediately'filled.

8. Assuring the health of the collection and distribution

flow by applying tha prinoiplanf supply, and deand:

US33 stock accumulation is based on 'retrieving from

tha available publications those which libraries'

requests (either by category or specific title) have
..

indicated as needed currently or probably.in,demand

within the predictable future.

9. Withinthe demands of the principle above, maintaining

an unlimited coverage by subject and type, including

the stocking of many publications othei.wise unavailable

because of their specialized interest or lnw original cost. .

10. Maintaining the cooperative mode,, and the ability to

evolve according to changing library needs, through

the dual controls of t b demands of a -using membership

and the.guidanca of a oard of Directors chosen from

the library and schola ly community.

Historical Notes
1;

-In the course of 27 yearsithe basid collection and distribution

\

Program of MBE has developed wi'th the changing face of librarianship
,

in general and the nee as of,USM members in particular. The brief notes

which follOw cover those parts of USBE history which are particularly
i

pertinent to the resource capability of the organization today.

The transition from the American Book Center to USB was made

pos31 le by a grad uated three-year operating grant from the Rockefeller

i 1
. _At



Foundation. During the first ten years of operation, the agency continued

to use free space in the Library of Congress, plus two small outside

\rented warehouses.
In 1958, as it ,finally outrgrew4the Library quarters,

and LC's own need increased, N133:-emoved to entirely leased space at

ita\resent headquarters location inyiashington. In 1969 ,continued
i `

growth inspired the leasing of a secdnd smaller building. Over the
. ..

years the staff increased from five on January 1, 1949, to 55 on the

same day in 1975.
.

s

At the beginning, USBE library membership included a core of

American institutions looking fOr a distribution outlet for their

duplicates, and incidentally hoping to take advantage of the acquisitions
)

opportunities offered, plus g rapidly increasing foreign membership which

received 1I,SBE's major earl emphasis in distributing the large inflow of

publications. It became apparent by 1950 (4a Korean war, continued world-

-1

widb economic problems)That the world situation would not soon permit

libraries abroad to cleave to the original MBE plan of oharging the

same fees to alinstitutions at home and abroad. Fortunately,USBE was

able to enlist financial help from a number of organizations to pay all

. or part of thecosts for libraries in many areas. '

The initial Rockefeller Foundation grant helped,to begin' to

support the service to foreign libraries. Subsequent arrangements were

all made on the basis that USBE, would call oit all donated funds on the

'basis of peritem fees, in the same pattern as those charged to individual

libraries, so that both the accounting and the invoice copies sent to

beneficiary libraries made the method of charging clear, and so that

the supplydemand principle was Upheld. Funds used in this pattern

included several small grants from private foundations. The first' U. S.

govern en assistance came from the predecessor of USIA, which contracted

with 7333 n 1950 to screen and ship, in'a longterm gift program,

/3)



publicly-donated publications intended for distribution from USIA posts

abroad. USIA agreed as part of the contact activity that USB:21 could

draw on funds to finance a portion of each handling fee charged for

distribution to foreign libraries.

The largest support for this service came from a tan-year
S 4

contractual arrangement with the Agency for International Development

(beginning when it was d6signated the Foreign Operations Administration).

From 1954 through- 973, this- contract permitted USBE to bill.
,

for

handling fees f .distributing, to 1875 libraries throughout t e world,

two and a half million publications, each specifically requested from

US3E, stocks by the recipient institution. American librarians 14ere

proud of their.share in this developmental program, thrbugh which

publications worth a minimum of S6 Million want to libraries abroad at

a total government (i.e. taxpayers') expense of S1.5 million, and they

expressed this pride in hundreds of letters to AID and USES deploring

the end of the contract in 1963.

After the close of USIA funding in 1959 and AID contracts in

1963, USBE initiated an annual membership fee for all.participants..

USBE continued to serve any. foreiAn institutions able to pay the cost

of the membership fee plus handling charges and shipping costs. The

membership abroad dropped to 250 institutions, bUt has stayed around

that figure ever since, including libraries which have adequate budgets

-and eithpr direct access to dollars or a source-of funds within the
*

United States. One effect of"tha wide earlier membership remains:

\although the number of foreign libraries is between 225 and 250, this

Mrbership is ,widely spread over 50 countries outside of thdhUnited States

and Canada. ,

With the eni of the AID program,USBE turned its concentration

on s)rvices to "domes tic" Americ%n and. in9m.5rs. J From 1964 .to,
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1969 krvace this user group -wasto thiwas succeAsful,enough for USB3_t
;

..

L , 1

capand into two buildings and to Plan for ;ncreases in program activities
1

\

aimed at increasing both-the efficiency an0he coTerage of the distribu-
1

c
I

tion process. Unfortunately ,the beginning of the recession and the lag

in P6aoral financing for library programs caused a dangerous decline, in

the call for US3E distribution. USBE asked the Council on Library

Resources, Inc., for a grant to assist continued operations and to

finance a comprehensive survey to assess what 'US3E's future 'value to

1i braries might be. CLR undertook a brief s4rVey at the end of 1970;

l' *ries qu responded with a unanimous' backing of USBE's distribu-

tion programs, and CLR was inspired to e a rare grant-in-aid for

operating expanses, Paying a little over 8% of USBE costs for a twalya-,

,month period of 1971-72. Since the end of this grant,ITS33 has been able

to continue operations without outside financial,assistance, helped to

some extent by an increase in requests from abroad as the dollar has

been devalued.

Two internal factors have contributed to financial squeezes 1

for US33 at seeral points in its"history. The first lies in so strict

a maintenance of tha non-Profit Posture that major outside changes in

the economy were more critical than they would have.been for an organize.

tionwith some financial reserve. USB3 has made only seven major increases

in its handling'fea schedule in twenty-seven yearst'and these alterations

were adopted only when critically necessary, in the interest of maintaining
4

as low a cost as possible for the member libraries and as wide as possible

a distribution to libraries with small budgets.

The second'factor has to do with the change in the average cost

of procaseir. each individual'publication. It is of course less expensive,
1

on a per-item bake, to produce one periodical issue as part of a long

fjaelthan to proiuce one issue in response to a request for that single,

` issue alone. prigi tnally, the average coat, US33 was low because of
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the need of foreign libraries for complete journal files and whole

libraries of books.' During the period 'Of'tha AID contract, the foreign

program'was in a 26a1 sense carrying the service program for U. S.

libraries which often wanted single 'and scattered items. In the 60's,

a n9w-crop of co1l3a libraries in tlis United States ani university

exiinsion,programs, both encouraged by TY. S. government grants, replaced

with their large-scale nedds the flow to AID-supported foreign institutions.

While these changes were taking place, technological and

sociological changes in,ltbrarianship in the United States were causing

trends towards the use of microforme and towards cooperative library

programs. Both of these were, accelerated when. U. S. government assistanbe

for libraries rather abruptly dropped off, so that savings became necessary

in costly'space and in acquisitions budgets, and when the price of

publications began an increase which became exponential with the growth

in.-the number of titles published.,

7- $.

i . *
For USBE ;these changes meant that although requests were

-,.. .

increasing in number, the average size ot. the orders received decreased

to the point where the USBE principle of c4rging a flat fee based only

on the type of publication handled was no longer completely valid.

After a detailed study by a Special Advisory Committee, the Board of

-
Directors in 1967 instituted a new principle: the fees continued to be

- assessed as an average, but according to the kind of order (single- issue'

request as opposed to alaments of larger orders) as well as according

to the type of publication.

Another effect of the changing trends lies in the development

of the materials sant to US3E by the depositing libraries. The flow

of mataT.ials,available from American' ibraries has'risan greatly in

numbare during the last ten years, from several pressures; first the

large buyin spree of the early 60rs which produced many duplicates and

el



a decreased need

rn

0

faculty members,.

the reduction of

-\, 11-1

by the library for publications offered by staff and

and then the necessity in leas prosperous Ilmes for

holdings inClu ng retrospective files slid the back

files of discontinued titles_; plus the pervasive,influence of the

greatincrease in the 'n' bore of tit pubilehed. Shipments to USBE

now also reflect two influences which wi I be growing: replacement of

publications through microform,.and cooperative arrangements made because

of networking, conportia,eand the inoreass in interlibriry loans.

These increases in shipments received occurred as MBE's total

distribution to libraries wag decreasing. As a result USBE developed

a more stringent'policy toward the receipt of publications from its

members and donors. LibrerieS were asked whenever possible to send a

list of titles available, So that USBE could accept those most immediately

useful and save libraries the cost of sending titles which USBE already

had in large supply, or wich had proved to be uncalled for in the USBE

distribution pattern. Libraries which Could riot,arrange to list titles

are still, in the original service pattern set up byUSBEI allowed to

se d'in,their publications unsorted, but were asked to cleave to an

signed shipping date, so that USBE could handle the total flow without

bOcoming backlogged.

The control of incoming material is, in fact, one of the most

important .factors in the coat of the USBE operation. Exchange depositors

and donors send it materials without charge, which means that USBE

/

regulations governing their contributions need to be tempered to the

extent' of their good will. Unlike a manufacturing concern, USBE canndt

shut of the receipt of raw materials when production is low, and this.

maans tlat the costs of handling the incoming material have to be borne,

no matter what the outflow may be.
r

USBE has developed a number of modifications of and additions
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to its lAsic distribution services OV9 the years of its operation. Tha

earliest of the imnrovements to the distribution activities. was the

- .addition of directrequest facilities to the program of access through

USBE's listing of_available publications. Now the using library can

call on iS33 resources throng^. almost any medium it wishes to use; by

requAsting items made known on USBE's monthly offer lists; by Inking

up want lists or requests for individual titles on forms provided by

or using it4 o forms; by submitting copies of its own records,

from handwritten gap lists to computer prinocuts; by telephoning or

wiring for especiallyneeded items; and by visiting VSBE and pulling

wanted publications off the shelves.

Another service development which has increased steadily over

the last twelve years is the circulation of special lists of publications
\,

_which the difficuity of proper identification would preclude handling

by USBE within:the standard fees, but which are valuable enough for

libraries to be willing to pay higher fees. Such publications include

cumulative indexes of periodicals, unusual or esoteric outofprint

books, issues an volumes of discontinued periodicals, and other "odds

and ends." In tw areas this speCialize'd listing has resulted in

.permanent distribution programs: one involving books of Latin American

imprint for'the large community .Of U. S. libraries with a special

interest in this area, and one for the diStribution.of government

.documents: federal, state, foreign and international. As .an

experiment now, in this general area of speciallypriced items) USBE

is offering microform duplicates and other nonprint items.

The original purpose

the principal one: to acquire

fill gape, or replace miseing

developed other uses for USBE

in any library's use of USBE is st'll

publications needed to build collections,

items., Over the yearsaibrariels have -

I

services: for example, as,a source for



'publications wanted by inlivi(lual staff or faclirmembers, or for publica-

tions the library wants to use in filling needs of its exchange or inter--

libraryloan partners. From this latter,USBE has developed, in the

last several months, a program whereby.l.ibraries an use US3-3 as a

substitute for their CY1 interlibrar7 loan needs, using the ALA form

if they wish, and. paying regular USK,' handling fees for the pritrilege.
/

Tha program is not extensive at this writing, but it has proved valuable

for libraries which use it-for several reasons:,Na 6 return for periodical

requests, even though USBE has no.published list of tifles.held and the

requests are therefore random; the speed of USBE return for all orders,

including an extra-fee 24-hour service At the.option of the requesting

library; and the fact that USB3 fees, even including the $1 per title

_rush surcharge and.the coat of first-class postage for the hard-copy

results, are comparable with the loan fees now being Charged by many

issuing libraries. For libraries in cooperative systems Which limit

the number of requeSts or the titles on which requests can be made,

USBE's unlimited access and wide collection pro*ide'an additional

advantage.

In addition to

to TSB?, operations, the

the refinement of the distribution services basic

agency has experimented with other services, in

addition to or beyond the handling and distributing of publications sent

in. At present, for examplelthere is a "brokerage" program which is

still in a trial stage. Libraries interested in trying to sell longer

files of journals to other libraries can advertise them in the USBE News-

letter. USBE monitors bids received and. charges a fee both for publishing

the Offers and for effecting a successful transfer. In another example,

UM processes gap lista for the National Library of Medicine under a

contract which would serys as a model for extended acquisitions services

to other libraries. USB3 has also edited. computer printouts of holdings,

or extended want lists, so that the library invol.ved can receive the .
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.aximum effective use of the,opportunities ra2r,isentei by-the Inn holdings

4

In another area of modern library development, USK; is now working

out a pattern Of membership usage by groups of-librariesnetworks,

consortia, or principal centers serving as resource nuclei--as the

ncooDe:'ative aspect of library actf_vity grows. The mast uisaccess:

example so far, in the USBE membership, is the'program of th; Regional

Medical Library in Sac Paulo, Brazil, which draws on [MBE for materials

rreeded not only in its cektral resource collection,but also as hard-Copy-

holdings in the libraries to which it distributes publicationi and informa-

tion.

Throughout the years,USBE's necessary constant watch on the

developments in library needs has been fostered by,the Board of Directors ,

in its own actions, and by investigators and committees enlisted by the
7

Board to make special- studies and reports on actions advisable for

continued transformation of the cooperativedeposits of libraries into

a constantly available) contemporary national resource. The latest in

this series is a blue-ribbon Review Committee which is going over all

previous recommendations with the plan of setting a new and definitive

group of goals for the application to the emerging needs of librarianship

and information service in general of the resources represented by USBE

and by the cooperation of its member libraries.

One major result of a committee study and recommendations was

the Change in the corporate' structure of USBE in 1971. During the

preceding years, the USBE Corporation had included representatives froze

a sloWly increasing number'Of library and scholarly organizations,

numbering 21 by 1971. Officers and same. Board members were drawn from

the group of representatives) with other Board mambers'being select'ed,

at large by a nominating committee,lihich presented a slate of one

candidate for each office.' The change in 1971, effective in 1972, was

1
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srO": _a) of lavia-
,

tion to include any national library organizations (;roe any country)

which wished to join) plus international organizations and'Amarican

state and regional associations. Each of these is entitled to one

representative) with one vote for officers` and Board and any other

corporate matters. At present there are forty-seven sponsoring bodies)

inoluding 12 national U. S. associations plus the three national libraries,

the National Academy of Sciences) and the Smithsonian Institution; one

Canadian provincial) one regional U. S. and 1 3 U. S. State associationa;

and 14 national foreign and one intexDational association.

To these 7:h9 corporate revision added representatives frWthe

1600 paying member libraries? thus providing each of the participating

institutions with a dual area of influence on USBE development: through

the character and extent of their deposits into the USBE collection and
/-

their withd4awals from it; and now t#rough their ability to participate
4

in the running of the policy end of the organization., In the new pattern)

'41
offioers and Board are elected from a slate of two candidates for each

office ", selected at large by a nominatingtcommittee and subject to
t

additional nominations fr9m the electorate. These developments have

produced 3oards Which have tended to be more representative and more

consistently active than their predecessors, which were limited not from

lacklack of individual interest and enterprise but from the constraints of the

'old seleotion methods.'

Present Status

In 1975, in USBE's 28th yea ;) the combination of organizational

intent and historical developments produces. these details:

I

1, , Legal status: a non-profit, educational and ,charitab
,ty

tax-exempt corporation under the laws of the District of

6
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lby officers, and a Board of'Directors elected by the

members, including representatives from 1600 paying

member libraries and 4 sponsoring library organizations.-

3. Vinanoial base: Payment by the member libraries for services

rendered: including a $25 annual membership fee and handling

fees assessed at the average cost of processing each type

of order or publication, plus repayment of:shipiing costs.

USBE also is open to contractual arrangements,,and seeks

grants, for pertinent service programs.

4. Physical plant:, Two warehouse buildings in Northeast

. Washington, with a total of 35;000 square- feet of space and

twelve miles of shelving.

5. Staff: four administrative officers, ten supervisors, and

41 others in publications divisions, office, and receiving

and shipping.

6. Stocks available for distribution: approximately four million

publication items on hand at any one time, including 100,000

booksand documents and 3,900,000 pexio4cal issues in 35,000

titles;. analysis of stocks shows these proportions:.

o

-
Published in the United States 65%, in other

countries 35%.

Subjects: health sciences 25%, other science and

technology 35%, social science.and humanities

30%, general and popular 11*-.-.

Date range: from beginning to 1975 for periodicals,

with approximately 5% in 1974 issues; in-print

books largely in-lastifilleen years, wider

range for o.p. books and :documents.
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p'plications in

rate of success

overall, and upti

yi

answer to 129,624 requests received;

in filling requests averaged 30%

to -6070 for periodical requests for

single issues published from 1950-1974,

8. Speed of distribution: average of three weeks from

list due date for requests from USBE lists, three

weeks or lass from date of receipt for requests other-

wise placed, except for rush orders which are filled

on a 24-hour basis.

9. Distribution process: Library members receive lists

each month of portions of the periodical titles, books,

docam9nts, and other book and non-book materials available

for distribution; requests received within a month of

listing are processed on a revolving priorilty basis.

Besides making requests from lists members may also

request publications at their own instance andin the

manner easiest for them to use, including want lists,

order cards, order forms, personal selection, etc.

, They may make telephone requests for 24 -hour service.

All periodical requests from USBE lists, and other

kinds of requests at the ordering library's option,

may be left on automatic back order with USBE if not

immediately available on first-search. All requests

are firm orders, nonreturnable for credit.

Certain areas of USBE's present status need to b3 considered

in ,pore depth and detail becausy of their particular applicability to

the interests of the national library program envisioned by,NCLIS.



As a poser among organizations formed for the express purpose

of allowing library synergy to produce special benefits for the cooperating

members, US33 is in the form of -an autonomous clearinghouse dealing one=

toLone with each membar library, rather than a library network tin the

more modern sense. The primary cooperative element in the USBE member
,

ship involves the commitment of the participating librarieS to enter

i`ato'the expenditure of time and money to insure, by sending some portion

of their surplus publications to a central redistribution center, that

all other members can have an opportunity to acquire whatever they may

need from the collected aggregate.

This 'willingness to cooperate in a war which will benefit other

librarie'S within the US33 framework is important in a number of ways.

In the first place, it is a liabft of long standing, understood and

accepted by using libraries, particularly in the United States, as a

way of cooperating which is taught in library schools and forme a regular

part of the activity in many libraries. This is more remarkable in that

many of the requirements of USBE are alien -Co the methods of other

suppliers of publications. Unlike direct exchanges or exchange networkV

USBE requires that members pay a handlingkee for each item they request

and receive. unlike commercial dealers, USBE requires that all requests

be firm orOts and does not give credit for returned shipments. USBE

asks Members to send in deposits o± publications at their on expense

without receiving money credit. -Although exceptions occur from time to

time both to the understanding by an individual librarian of the USBE

operatin3 principles and to his4willirigness to use them, it is important

that so many libraries are content with them year after year and that

dissenting libraries are drawn in after they come to understand the

reasons behind the methods used.

44,
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. important aspect of its cooperative character. In networks -now developing

in the United States, public and spacial libraries ara just beginning to

interact with academic libraries. The NCLIS repOrt comments on the fact

thai federal libraries have not yet entered far into the cooperative

--effort. In US33,however, the membership has been wellinteg4ted.for

a quarter of a.cantury. At the present time, the 1300 member libraries

. in the United States and Canada include 3 international, 110 federal and

26 state or provincial libraries, 389 other special libraries comprising

249 in profitmaking corporations and 140 in nonprofit agencies, 40

public libraries, and 719 academic libraries of which 210 "belong to state

.,

supported universities, 116 to private universities, 171 to private

colleges, 63 to publicly supported colleges, 149 to specialized institutions

or university medical or law libraries, 5 to junior colleges and 5 to high

schools. In addition,there are 13 members which are cooperative library

.centers of various kinds and persuasions.

The legal'ownership of USBE does not rest legally with this

variegated group of libraries. The publications inthe USBE warehouses

belong to the operation,rather than to the libraries which sent them in.

The libraries do, however, have the right of access to the stocks on

demand; and they exercise control over its centrarfunctions in three

ways: through their election of officers and members of the Board of

Directors through the character and bulk of the deposits'of publications

they send to USBE, and through the kind and quantity of their requests

from the stocks.

Within these areas of influence ,the USBE administration and

Board have an autonomy which alloptl considerable flexibility in trying

out new services, enlisting new members, and determining standards and

limitations for the distribution process. At the same time, the
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staff in arty .program action. They can make anydecision which in their

estimation will s\ rve the needs of all the member libraries, and will

provide greater ecoApnyl efficiency, and effectiveness in serving them.

U333 Haa beah able to serve libraries which are also members of

Other cooperative acqUisition programs, thus providing some parallel

with the modern spectrum of interlocking networks. There is a long

history, for example, of dual member Ship by medical libraries in both

USB3 and the exchange program of the Medical Library Association. .At'

the present time .50 of US33's 1600 members are also enlisted in the 950-

) 4
strong institutional membership of MLA, and thereby ,by definition" usbrs

of MLA's system of centralized listing of medical publications available

within the member librarieb..

USB3 Resources

//

The_ resources which USBE represents include not only. the four

million items in the stocks at any one time"but also a vast future potential

from member libraries and others, plus the processes evolved at USBE to

make the best utility of the largest possible proportion of the materials

received:.

The stocks accepted anct held at USBE have been built up on the

basis of accepting into thti-holdings those incoming materials which USBE

experience indicates libraries need and can pay handling fees for. Within

this very general princiole,the results need to be carefully outlined

for their particular future values to be understood.

' There is, in the first place, no limitation to what USBE will

receive ani make available except the criterionof possible distribution

for the cost of handling. USB3 acceptsyin Other words,, any type, date,

Or subject category of publication and any kinds of titles, for which

library nand has been demonstrated. This means that there is ne title



or original price, unless it is a general class, like foreign-language

rarie3 have shown they have no interest in acquiting.
' texts, which It

This po'icy means that USBE accepts fromalcits matdbers and that

the US3 stocks nC` .uis publications in a hundrad.,languages in several

alphabets; outside of the preponderant stocks of Roman-alphabst Englieh-
\

language materialsi It means that USBE stocks and distributes publications

in areas (like lit4.ary science) where the predominant publications are'.

Nx(
originally sold atccomparatIvely low prices, and which are thus not

profitable for dealers.io handle. It means that the subject coverage

includes specialized areas,as well as broad ones, and that the bi-eadth

of publications in each subject area ranges from the basic general

materials to the most highly specialized.

The breadth and bulk of the deposits of'publications make fi
\

possible for USBE to maintain these standards of operation. It is because

of the variety and cooperation of the members that the collections offer

the Wealth and variety of aCquleftions possibilities that they maintain

from yeai. to ,year. State and federal institutions which cannot sell

surplus publications are joined by private libraries'which have much left

over after sales, to d4osit with USBE a great bulk of material including

the whole range of originally very,icostly titles, basic low-price items,

long files going back to Vol. 1 No. 1 of many periodical titles, and

books and documents of all kinds. Special 1 braries, information centers,

and professional individuals contribute late '\ournal issues in such

quantity that USBE is at this writing able to upply more than 50% of

all requests for single issues published in anY\countTy in 1974: Members

in the United States send in many foreign period Gals and books which are

surplus to their further needs, while foreign members contribute late

issues from their countries' output. In addition to the million and a

half publications received each year from member libraries, USBE benefits

.se
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publisher3; and 'non-member libraries and information centers.

USBE's selection guide, whicgoverns the titles and types of

materials requested from lists of offers and selected from incoming

materials, conslsts of ore of tha few publications records maintained:

a historical record of materials requested,by members. For periodicals

the selection process can be mechanical. Titles which the records .show

have been requested from USBE lists or directly are retained in numbers

appropriate to the number of-reouasts; those notlrequested, or issues

received in numbers in excess of the maximum'needed, are discarded.

New titles are kSpt for a test period, if .they appear to be in categories

of need. Books and documents tecluiie a somewhat more subjective treatment,

but the principle is the same; if the USBE distribution,experienceishows

the kind of publication (subject, date, category) to be in demand it is

kept and listed. With both books and periodicals, materials on the

shelves afire constantly and progressively checked against the historical

request ecord, and those no longer in demand are discarded.

As a result of the application of these methods, the USBE

publications bank is kept constantly as current as possible with the

needs f libraries. The refining process has changed the character of

the ho dings over the years,as new materials have come in and new kinds

of needs have. ba'4n! manifested, with the probability that the stocks as
Is *7%

a whole have gained by sew0a1 hundred percent in value;while remaining

at a level of about fourmiftion pieces.

Given tha source of the USBE stocks, the questiOn can be as. d

whether the development of .the use of microforms and ,the growth of ne

working and other cooperative activities such as interlibrary loans wil

cut down on the flow to USBE and-thus eventually drain the reservoir

which is USBE of its fluid assets. The immediate picture from USBE's



which USBE`coUld call on,..if it could be distributed within the USBE

framework; this untapped, material includes publications in institutions

now sending seleCted shiomentssto USBE and in a great many, libraries

whic send vary little. As ona Observer commented, "USBE :doesn't collect;

it receives;" an active collection program, justified by i icreased,

distribution could easily double the material now being received by USBE

from member libraries1 and increase greatly the donation of nonmembers.

Maximum Utilization of Resources

The processes developed by USBE form an integral part of the

resource represented by the organization, in that these Wthods have

given libraries maximum accessibility to the available materials and the

best 'possible return tor each dollar they spend.

Control of and access to the millions of periodical issues is

, maintained; for example, through a shelf location systeM,which eliminates

the necessity for cataloging, shelf listing, and inventory records.

Accounting control is governed by a few standard fees,Jo that expensive

evaluation processes and complex fiscal records are both unnecessary.

Members are not required to maintain any balance between the numbers of

publications they send in and the numbers they receive, so that there is

no need for elaborate exchange accounts.

On the other hand) USBE tries as a matter of

the use of.its acquisition services as inexpensive as

principle to make

possible in

internal costs for each member library. Libraries may use whatever order

format is most economical ,for them to handle,;internally. USBE will hold

oil automat, back order the requests made by libraries using certain

types of order forms, and will transfer their reque ts to these forms

if they wish.

These and other special processes make i ossible for libraries
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fees at an average of 36% of the market cost. Combined, with a 30%

plus average. of success in filling all kinds of requests, and a much

higher percentage in Vital-areas such as late peribdical issues, the

USBE system has made it possible for librari6s to stretch their bidet

by' acquiring a good proportion of their needs for a small cash outlay,

and without internal_burdens. Librarieg in comparatively depressed

areas of the United States are able to acquire without expensive searching

materials they need which were surpluses in richer institutions. Both_

rich and poor libraries benefit from easy access at USBE toll materials

which may have been low coat or even free when originally distributed,

but which for that very reason are now very difficult to find.

Special USBE Assets

In addition to the broad areas outlined above, there,are ,several

other facets of USBE programs' and activities which are pertinent to the

NCLIS national library program.

1. Contact with Libraries Abrcialc The NCLIS Report comments that

library networking should be international, that "Americans, need access

to foreign publications and information, and vice versa," ands that U. S.

iibraties should take a leadership position in fostering this international

/interchange. burin ,the period of the USBE/AID contract, 'MBE was 4i.n a

spearhead position fclr the leadership which American libraries were then'

manifesting in aiding collection development abroad. Although the AID-

supported distribution program has been discontinued/for more than twelve.

years, USBE still maintains its contacts abrad. In addition to serving

foreign libraries which dab maintain membership,, USBE still receives

as a gesture of continued gratitude, exchange shipients frarymany who

cannAikleord'even USBE's low membership costs.
6

Ons factor in the possible future cooperation of U. S. libraries

sr"-
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.iLt ins:.i.loas abroad isAhe aldsance .L the United ..ita.7,es of a
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national exchange center, as developed since World War II in many,/

countries. In,the'United States, during the 50's and early 60's; the

International Embhange Serviczat the Smithsonian Institution, thesGift

ani Exchange Division of the Library of Congress, and USBE combined, in

their several functions, to serve as national centiaiization for inter

change with foreign centers. At the present, no or institution or

combination of agencies provides all lq the services of a national

exchange center, although USBE has the potentiality to resume its part

of the national position if funds become available.

2. Disaster Aid to Libraries. The national library program of
,

. NCLIS does not have a specific racoMmendAtion for a service to aid

libraries hit by physical disasters suck} as floods, earthquakes,.and

fires, although the provision of such service is implied in tl-le general

cooperative ideal of the proposed progri!;. USBE has been able tobe

of rapicf-a0 effective aid, to libraries whose collections have been

damaged by nalural-disaster. USBE has also served under contract as

a central recoieeper for:donatidns offered by other libraries as

direct shipments to devastated institutions. ThroUgh centralization

`of this kind, carried on outside the overworked facilities of a recovering

library, duplications and shipments of useless materials can be,avoidel.

It has been suggested that USBE would be an appropriate location

for a national standby funCtion,which could be activated when disasters

occur, serving to save valuable time by coordinating donations and by
#4744

4 '

'providing immediate urgently needed replacements from USBE stocks.

It is possible that this machinery could also be usad to aid

libraries caught imnonphysical disasters: e.g. the economic drought

suffered by small college libraries in depressed areas in the United States.

3. Copyri:zht Problems., The NCLIS Report recommends the
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of the National Library of Medicine as an example, but,comments that the

.copyright problem will need to be resolved before such a bank can be

established on a wider scale.

1133; in its distribution, has no problem with copyright because

it handles only original hard copy. The US3E flow could be tapped'

immediately for the beginnings of a national periodical bank, for no

more than the cost of U333 handling fees'and of storing the accumulating

'files. The added cost of building td a shelved and immediately usable

collection would be comparatively modpst, using the USBE handling systeuir

4. Handling Fee Pattern. USBE's experience in assessing and

collecting fees for services performed extends over a peribd of many

years and has been subjected to careful and frequent scrutiny over this

time. The resulting%fee schedule could serve comparable networking

.activities as a model of an effective and accepted method of charging

for services.

5. .Interlibrary Loan Services. The increase of interlibrary

loan services is cited by all planners as a necessary criterion in.a

. .

system which can meet expanding information needsiWithout an exponential

growth in the size of individual libraries. USBE is conducting an

experiment to-test the possibility of providing a substitute for inter

library loans of periodical material.' Libraries cooperatingfit the

trial ask for issues by means of interlibrary ,loan forms, which UM

handles exactly as it does regular requests for single issues, sending

',he,-hard copy and charging its regular fees. Libraries may return the

issues to USBE if they elect tp do so, or may either give the issue to

the ':',orrowa,- or accession it'in their'own collections.

To date,US3E's success in filling these requests has been about

60/01 although all requests have to be,random,inasmuch as U33E publishes

F

1
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,intensive trial of this service. Aside from the irimsdiate value to

libraries iof a. rapid and effective additional service, USBE would like

to be able to assess the value of its distribution as an input to a

national periodical program_when this becomes a reality, and also to

be able to test methods of improving the holdings needed in such a

program.

Plans for the Future

As a result of the rapid economic, technological, and sociological

changes of the last few years,. the newly constituted USBE Board of Directors

has been examining possible futures for USBE in an increasingly urgent

manner. As this paper is being written, the* USBE Review Committee is

preparing its recammendations",which it is hoped will give USBE a

definitive set of guidelines for the development of its programs and

resource management during the next_fpwyears. Although the'se recommenda-
5 4

.

.

tions are not yet in circulation, their general trend is knoi, and if

they can be implemented,they will increase USBE's appositeness to the

'
aims of the NCLIS national library program.

The committee will undoubtedly recommend that USBr., change its

practice ih.at least two areas where overconscientious savings have

prOduced negative results. USBE will be(urged to develop a reserve

fundwhiCh will make its financial base sounder and also give the agency

a margin for experimentation in new areas of service. It will also be

recommended that USBE make a considerable increase in its public relations

spending, in-order to raise its profile and'attain additional recognIti&n:

among, librariana and information scientists of the resource which is

represents. ,

There will also-be recommendation that USBE proceed with

investigation of /its aipPropriate place in network activities in general,

and in the development of a national periodical network in particular.

9
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11333 will 'ba further ad7iaaa to e:cparimaa with liikin3 its ability

to distribute publications with online citation services, and to explore

ways in which machine-reaiable record -keeping might enhance the speed

and coverage of the distribution service.

Many of these and other suggestions which the Review Committee

will make are concerned with areas of development which USK.: has watt' ,t3
,r

over the years, but which are now just reaching a period of sophistication

where USBE could (nth sufficient financial backing) apply them with

realistic results to its present effective but non-automated processes.

Conclusion

USBE is a cooperative library activity in the private sector,

with a reputation and expertise gained in more than a quarter century,

of refining and redistributing library surplus publications, so that

more than tWelve million of them have' achieved maximum usefulness among

the cooperative library membership which contributed to the central

clearinghouse. It performs-a unique service in its effective and /

------

economical method onassisting librAries in'collection enrEchMenti(-

, i

.../.

It appears inevitable that the cooperative interest of libraries

which has supported USBE, and the clearinghouse operation itself!, wm 1

become part of a national library prna-ram of which the coonerative

management of resources forms a pait. How and in what way USBEJmay.
-

be incorporated into a national program depends upon the'rate and the

avenues by which that program is developed.

Aspects of the USBE operation, such as the fee pattern and the,

processing methods, could serve as models for other units formed -as,, ) '

part Of a general national program. The psychology,aswell asCihe

methodology.of the yoperative base of USBE,pould be usefully studied

for the benefit of Other wide spread integrated networks.

Meanwhile UM will continue -its presently-operational status

as a collection and distribution center. It is possible that national
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as a source for input of publications for a national peribdical bank,

tr,f,qr a whole network of resource centers. Such a role would bs

--''essentially the same as the present 2,01. with a new focus on service

7 -

S.

to tle national facility or a family of centers. In an arrangement

of this gort,USBE could also rslielb the centers of-duplicates they

might accumulate, for redistribution to individual libraries.

It is possible that the development of the national program

might make it advisable to remodel USBE into a standing resource center'

on its own. If the Center for Research Libraries
4

should become a

regional.center for the central part of the Unite& States, for. example,

USBE might be developed into a center to concentrate on the eastern

third of the nation, or even to act for the_southeast portion alone,
ir

with its wealth of federal, academic, and special libraries. A

development of this kind would require more 8hanges
7in the MBE operation

. .

than the first, inasmuch as USBE 'aid need to adapt from its resent

worldwide coverage, or sst up a parallel operation; a permanent,

collection would need to be started; and the distribution Service would

need to adopt a photo copy facility and other new processes. Neverthe

less, the base for such a changed. operation is clear in the USBE structure,

and the modification would bs comparatively easy and inexpensive to effect.

Added funds through.legislation.(Or Other means) would be

required to make a revision of this ki0. possible. Funds developed A

,through a legislative program could also help expand particular USBE

services in their :Value anti applicability to the national program, in

tf
,

such areas as the application of automation to the handling and

distribution processes, the increase of the international flow of

publications, building up the resources of libraries in disadvantaged

libraries both at home and abroad, aid to the flow of interlibrary loan

- . ,

a. .1.
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U333 :nil itself coat:I:n.19 .:,) see:{ g:71n:3 an,j. cont.7ac:1

for such expanded activities, and will welcome the fruits of'legislative

support when the national library pr'ram can bring it about.

In the meantime,USBE will continue its unique basic operation

on its present selfsupporting basis. When the national library program

is ready for I= to take a formal place within the. total program, USBE'e

operational flexibility and legal autonomy will make it relatively easy

,

for the transition_tC...be effected.

r
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